gives the values of A sin* and A cos*, where x is in mils, a mil being defined as one-sixteen hundredth of a right angle. A = 1(1)100 units, 50 units (and 10 mils) to a page. With left-hand pages giving /Isin* and right-hand pages i4cos*, four pages are therefore required for each 10 mils, and hence 320 for the quadrant. The table is to 4D. If the straight line to a point 7654 yards distant make an angle of 81 mils with a line of reference a coordinate of the point, such as A cos*, is found as 7629.81 (7600cos81 + 54cos81 = 7575.98 + 53.83). The result will be correct to within a unit in the second decimal place. When higher accuracy is required, Table II may be used, since this gives, to 8D, the values of sines and cosines, with first differences, for every mil in the quadrant. Identically the same second differences are given at the bottom of each of the pages 322-337 of the table, whereas it is only correct for page 332. This fact is undoubtedly due to the unscientific methods of the Government printer rather than to the personnel of the Mathematical Tables Project. Note added in proof: The necessary correction sheets (TM 4-238 Cl, 3 p.) were issued in August, 1943. Mfg. Co., 15.1 X 22.9 cm. $1.50.
Since details of this excellent work have already been given (see RMT 88), it will now simply be noted that in this edition a correction has been made on p. 224. The gear ratio of the decimal equivalent .4737 is 9/19, instead of 9/10 given in previous editions. Tables for cal- culating percentages], second ed., edited by P. P. Andreev, Moscow, 1939, 733 p. 21.5 X 13.9 cm. 18.90 roubles.
The prefaces to the first and second editions, by Andreev, occupy p. 3-7, while a statement of the purpose and description of the tables is on p. 8-13. The Table ( p. 14-733) is for percentages 1%(1%)240%, and for numbers 100(1)999. Results are given to ID. Each page of the Table is arranged in 30 horizontal lines (for percentages) and 10 vertical columns (for numbers), so that the whole range of 240 percentages occupies 8 pages for each ten numbers, and therefore the complete set of tables occupies 90 X 8 = 720 pages. Moreover, on each page there are two tables of proportional parts, for percentages on the left margin, and for numbers on the right margin, the latter being subdivided into three sections, for 10 horizontal lines each. There were 10 000 copies in this edition.
The volume may obviously also be viewed as another Russian sin und log tg von 0g.0000 bis 3g.0000, sowie log cos und log ctg von 97g.0000 bis 100g.0000 für jede Sekunde (l00 = 0g.0001) des Neugrades. Berlin, Reichsamt für Landesaufnahme, 1940, 2 v.; vii, 493, and vi, 666 p. 17.2 X 26 cm. 33.50 marks and 45.00 marks.
The second volume of mathematical tables by Peters was (in collaboration with Bauschinger) an Eight-place Table of the Logarithms of all Numbers from 1 to 200 000 (1910, revised ed., 1936); proportional parts were given throughout. The three principal eightplace tables of logarithms of numbers previously published were those of (1) John Newton, London, 1658, for numbers up to 100 000; (2) Service Geographique de l'Armee, abridged from the Tables du Cadastre (see MTAC, schinger-Peters volume naturally superseded all of these. This table was followed in 1922 by a work of Peters alone, namely a Ten-place Table of the Logarithms of all Numbers from 1 to 100 000. From this last volume the present Seven-Place Table has been prepared. Except for 99 numbers the abridgement was readily effected. For 96 of these numbers the correct seven-place values were determined by consulting a twelve-place manuscript table containing the logarithms of numbers from 1 to 100 000 with an error of at most a unit in the twelfth place; this manuscript was already used in preparing the above mentioned work of 1910. The three remaining doubtful cases were recalculated and a table of the logarithms of the numbers 1 to 100 000 was completed, with no error in the seventh place as much as 0.5. The formula used by Peters for calculating the logarithm of primes, was the rapidly converging series kt» -*W+1) +1** « 4 + M(^±-J-+:.:).
While this table will be of value it should be borne in mind that no seven-place -place table of antilogarithms which is the second table in his Logarithmic Tables to Seven Places of Decimals, Edinburgh, 1844. There were other editions of this  table but none of them, apparently, in the year 1854 which Peters gives.
The prefaces of Peters often contain interesting material, and the present one is no exception when he introduces matters now presented. One of the principally used logarithmic tables making possible the determination of both the logarithm of a number and the number corresponding to a given logarithm, exhibits also a table of antilogarithms in the solution of both problems. Why, it may be asked, does one then still calculate a table of antilogarithms? As principal reason for this, Peters remarks, we present the following: The differences of a table of antilogarithms are only about half as large as the differences of an ordinary table of logarithms. H. Bruns writes about this in his Grundlinien des wissenschaftlichen Rechnens (Leipzig, 1903) p. 49: "For these reasons it were indeed very much more to the point to tabulate, not the logarithm but the inverse function 'Number x -10V In the usual sevenplace arrangement for log x the first differences run from 43 to 435, and the group of threeplace differences amounts to 48%. In the corresponding tabulation of the Number one would have on the contrary the differences running from 22 to 231, and the total of the threefigure differences is less than 37%, while the extent of the Tables fondamentales pour les logarithmes d'addition et The corresponding seven-place tables made from these had an error less than 0.502 in the seventh place. The final checking to assure that no error in the seventh place was as much as half a unit was carried through by G. Witt, who had made an important contribution to the Anhang of Peters and Stein in Peters' Zehnstellige Logarithmentafel, v. 1.
If D = log a -log b, and log a > log b, from the A table, p. 389-134, is found log (a + b) = log a + A.
In connection with the 5 table, p. 435-474, there are two cases. When D > 0.3000, log (a -b) = log a -S. If, however, log a -log b < 0.3000, set log a -log b = S and find the D corresponding to 5 in the 5 table, then is log (a -b) = log a -D.
At the top of every page of the first of the four tables to which we have referred is log N; of the corresponding pages of the second 0«.000 to log cos 50g.000, log tan 3g.OOO to log tan 50g.000 and log sin 3g.000 to log sin 50g.000
for each thousandth of a grade, or for each tenth centesimal second. The range 0g.000 to 3g.000 receives special treatment where tables of the usual S = log (sime/u>) and T = log(tanit)/ai) are introduced for determining log sinw = S + Iogif and log tamo = T + logai, w being in grade units. The preparation of the ten-place table of 5 and T called for twelve-place calculation. The still missing value for each log cot was at once written down by simply subtracting the corresponding value of log tan from ten. The next step was to derive from this manuscript a seven-place (including the title page). 21.1 X 27.9 cm. $4.00 per v. The v. numbers indicate merely the order of publication; v. 4 will not be published before next month.
On the back of each title page is "copyright 1943 By Hans Hof," and on the opposite page of each volume is the following: "All values have been checked carefully and found correct within approximately one point in the last or seventh place. To insure this and the many values given, this book has been lithoprinted from the original. The author and publisher will appreciate any notification of errors." In no volume is there any other text.
The three volumes contain 552 pages of tables of the natural sines, cosines, and tangents, to 7D, for every second of the quadrant.
Thus each page is devoted to 15 minutes, and the table runs from the bottom to the top of each page, the volume being turned sideways for use. Under each minute are the values of the functions for 0" followed by twelve solid groups of 35 figures for each 5 seconds. Exceptions to this statement occur in the first five or six degrees of the sine and tangent volumes where only some of the required zeros were typed, or inserted by hand, in the manuscript reproduced; there is no uniformity of procedure in this regard. For the most part, in the sine and cosine volumes, the decimal point occurs only before the first and last numbers of each column, but where zeros are inserted at random, a decimal point is usually placed before them. In the tangent volume decimal points are scattered indiscriminately over the page. There are a number of cases in top and bottom lines where the decimal points are missing. There are no rulings and the top and bottom margins of each page are less than half an inch wide. In general the printing is clear but there is great variation between dark and light on different pages, or even on the same page. Not a few figures are blurred or indistinct, but the context usually indicates what they must be. One of several places where this is not the case (in the reviewer's copy at least) is at sin 66° 24' 11".
The arrangement of the sine-cosine volumes, for example, is the very inconvenient one of Gifford's table, even though this form is especially in demand in optical establishments. Throughout these two volumes, the sines always occur at the tops of the pages, 0°-89°, and the seconds, 0"-60" in the extreme left-hand columns. Thus the sines and cosines of the same angles must be sought in different places. The curiously titled v. 1 and v. 3 will naturally be bound together.
The author has not responded to the editors' request for information as to his method of computing or compiling his tables. Do they involve any original calculations whatever? Or were they, perhaps, the result of merely rounding off values in volumes of Gifford (see MTA C, p. 9), or in the volume of Peters (see RMT 78, and 128)? There is evidence against the Peters surmise, since a test sample led to so many differently rounded values. This is the first printed seven-place table of these functions for every sexagesimal second of arc. During the last five years at least, the British Nautical Almanac Office has been in possession of a completed manuscript of such tables, with the cotangent, prepared by Peters and Comrie. It is most earnestly hoped that the Director of the Nautical Almanac may see his way clear to arrange for publication of this manuscript at an early date.
Hof's work was published in this country almost simultaneously with the American edition of the Peters-Comrie volume of Eight-place Table of the Trigonometric Functions for every sexagesimal Second of the Quadrant (see N 6 and RMT 128). The latter publication is of proved accuracy to the last decimal place, and it is admirably arranged and printed. Unit errors in the seventh places of Hof's tables are readily shown to be extremely numerous, the whole work is very poorly printed and ill arranged, and the price is decidedly excessive. The original of this work, as well as the British War Office reprint, has been already reviewed in MTA C, p. 11-12, 65. At the latter reference, last April, we urged "most strongly" that the Alien Property Custodian arrange for the reproduction of this great work of Peters and Comrie. For, it would then be available not only for scientific workers in this country but also for our British friends, since copies of their War Office reproduction can not be procured by those not in Government employ. It is therefore with satisfaction that we greet this October publication.
The 901 pages of the table are reproduced exactly as in the original. The new title-page is indicated above; to the copyright notice on the back of the title-page has now been added, "Copyright vested in the Alien Property Custodian, 1943, pursuant to law." Instead of the original German we now have an English Preface and an English Introduction, each occupying a single page. These exact translations from the German were prepared by Mr. L. J. Comrie, although there is no reference to this fact in the volume; the wording is naturally quite different from that of the corresponding parts of the War Office edition.
The type page and side margins are just as large as in the original, but the height of the volume has been reduced by more than half an inch. In turning over the 900 pages the reviewer did not notice more than about a score of places where the figures were blurred or indistinct, and in not more than four of these cases was it impossible to guess what the numbers must be. The green buckram binding, with inked title on the back, is stronger than that of the original. There were 1000 copies in the present edition.
Of course the publishers do not intentionally mislead when they advertise that the work was published in 1939 at $24.00, because it was priced at 60.00 Marks. Any member of the American Mathematical Society, however, and many others, could have bought this volume for $15.00, plus transportation charges. Of the four copies of this work which I know of reaching America, the cost, apart from the one sent to Library of Congress for copyright purposes, was less than $18.00 a copy. The cost of reproducing such a large work must be considerable. But might not the return to the publishers have been greater if it had been listed at $12.00? However that may be, there can be no doubt as to the importance of having this publication available at the present time. The reviewer has been surprised to notice that the authors of this Bulletin do not even mention Chebyshev, whose contributions to the subject are clearly indicated in the papers by Aitken and Allan which they cite.
C Most tables of the normal curve-e.g. (a), (c), (h) and (1)-give p and z as functions of x. The inverted form of normal deviates x(p) is fairly common in statistical usage; see, for example, (b), (g) and (j), but the ordinate z as a function of the probability p has little or no application, although it is given in (j). Kondo and Elderton's 10-decimal normal deviates x{p), which are also given in (j) for p = 0-500(0-001)0-999, formed the startingpoint of the present tables. Both (j) and Kelley's Tables go beyond the present-day requirements of users; four-decimal accuracy in x and z is all that is wanted for most applications. The fine interval of 0-0001 in p is certainly a convenience for some problems such as the calculation of probits (d)1 in toxicology, but for statistical routine work of the nature of tests of significance a three-decimal (if not a two-decimal) argument is all that is required; the one-page tables given in (b) and (g) are handier to use.
The functions 4pq, Vi -P2 and Vl -52 are entirely independent of the columns x and z. The author states that he has included them in the same table simply because the requisite arguments were available. The functions Vl -p? and Vl -q2 are important in correlation work,2 particularly when partial correlations have to be computed from correlations of the next lower order from formulae such as
The function 4pq is useful in work with the binomial distribution, in particular for the calculation of standard deviation Vta/Viv of a percentage p based on a sample of N observations. When ^Npq is required, it is often more convenient to multiply q by the integer Np (the observed number having a certain characteristic) and use a table of square roots. Table II is a small 2-page table of the incomplete T-function, known to statisticians as the probability integral p of the statistic x2 (i) (k), and given by 2 (*«)*" /■» p = y '
r .x--h-,""idx. Tables III, IV and V. Since no differences are given in Tables I and II , auxiliary tables of Lagrangian coefficients are provided for interpolation on a calculating machine. The range of argument is 0 to 1; further details are given below. Unfortunately these tables are bound in with the main tables, so that it is awkward to use them for interpolation in Tables I and II . They would have been more convenient under a separate cover. Errors are discussed in MTE 24. The accuracy of the various interpolation formulae is fully discussed and demonstrated over the whole range of the table. Inverse interpolation becomes necessary, as the author wishes to cover cases when p(x) or z(x) are required; the processes described are very cumbersome, because the simple methods of inverse interpolation (e), which make use of printed differences, are not applicable here. Table VI gives square roots of all integers from 1 to 1000, to 7 decimals up to 99, and thereafter to 6; in other words, there are always 8 figures. The layout, in which consecutive values are in lines rather than in columns, is not convenient.
In conclusion it may be said that the value of these tables lies in the accurate record of normal deviates at a very fine interval. This should be useful in fundamental work on statistical distributions derived from the normal law. The working statistician, on the other hand, wants a larger number of statistical functions to fewer decimals, rather than a few functions to many decimals. Tables  (a) Since H"(x) and u"(x) vanish for the same values of x, methods due to Sturm are applied to this equation for obtaining first approximations to the zeros for small values of n. He remarks that while this procedure is perfectly general it is easier for relatively large values of n to obtain the approximations by extrapolation from the zeros of polynomials corresponding to n -1, n -2, • • •, by well-known difference methods.
Some Related
He then notes that better values may be obtained from these first estimates by Newton's method of successive approximations.
For comparatively small values of n, however, a direct application of this method is not feasible; in this case he indicates an adaptation of the method suitable for machine calculation. In 1934 Mr. Higdon computed the zeros of the polynomials from n = 8 to n = 25 of the present article. He used a method based on some theorems by Sturm, referred to in RMT 131. Mr. Smith's computations were for zeros of polynomials from n = 26 to n = 40. For this purpose he developed two formulae (p. 263-271) which may be used to compute approximate values for the zeros. One of these formulae is intended primarily for the values near zero and the other for values near unity, either of the formulae being suitable for computing the middle values. The method by which the formulae were obtained is an adaptation of the one which was used in a paper by F. Since this paper contains practically no reference to the literature of the subject, it may be well to give indications in this regard, so as to articulate what is new in the tables under review. Integrals of the type J"Jm(x)x"dx were studied in a general way by Lommel1 but the first use of the integral tabulated in this paper may have been in 1889 when the brothers Lodge2 obtained the integral f* [1 -J"(x)]dx/x in some physical investigations. The integral Jia(x) (see Edinb. Math. So., Proc, s. 2, v. 3, p. 276) was transformed into a definite integral by Lerch' in 1896. The result involves the gamma function of a complex variable and a parameter w whose real part lies between 0 and J. The notation adopted here is essentially that of B. van der Pol4 who showed that the equation
could be used to calculate the derivative of the Bessel function with respect to n. The suffix n was added by P. Humbert6 when the Bessel-integral function was defined for an arbitrary value of n by the equation He also gave many series and definite integrals for the Bessel-integral functions. In 1938 Hogg6 obtained an expansion for Sx°Jo(J)dt/Pr+l which is derived again by the present authors for the special case r = 0.
The asymptotic expansions which are given in this paper, and in the adjoining one of V. G. Smith,7 appear to be new. The coefficients are calculated here to a large number of significant figures so that the series can be used for accurate computations.
Smith's expansion is convenient for 0 < x < 25 while that of this paper is thought to be better for x > 25.
In Table I Table II , for x = [3(.1)10; 10D], and without differences for x = 10(1)22, the values for x = 0(.1)3 being given in Table I . Table III These new tables will be much welcomed.
H. B.
1E. Lommel, "Über eine mit den Bessel'schen Funktionen verwandte Funktion,"
Math. Ann., v. 9, 1876, p. 425-144. The linear differential equation of the second order which, in the normal form, has no term involving the first derivative, unity as the coefficient of the second derivative and a periodic function P(t) as the coefficient of the dependent variable y, is usually called Mathieu's equation, or the equation of the elliptic cylinder, when P(t) is of the form a + 16q cos 2t. The special case in which a = 1 was used by Laplace in 1777 to illustrate his method of solving differential equations approximately.1 He first expanded the solution in powers of q, neglecting terms of order higher than q1, and obtained two linearly independent solutions involving trigonometrical functions of / some of which were multiplied by t and t1. Not content with this form of solution he adopted another method 1 not unlike the method of the variation of arbitrary constants, and obtained a solution in which trigonometrical functions of odd multiples of t up to the fifth were multiplied by exponential factors e*4«'. Laplace thus introduced the idea of a characteristic index which for his case and for the order of approximation adopted was ±4g. At this time he was interested in the question of the stability of the solar system and his thoughts on this question may have led to the search for this second form of his solution. Laplace pointed out, moreover, that his method was applicable also to the more general equations with periodic coefficients which occur in astronomical investigations. The equation in which P{t) has the form of a cosine series of even multiples of / was studied in detail a hundred years later by G. W. Hill and is commonly called Hill's equation because he introduced a novel method of treatment based on the use of infinite determinants, a method which was made rigorous by Henri Poincare' and von Koch. 2 These linear differential equations with periodic coefficients became important also in acoustics and were used by Rayleigh in his paper on the maintenance of vibrations by forces of double frequency.3 Many other writers like A. Stephenson and C. V. Raman have used these equations in the study of the stability of a dynamical system or of some peculiarities of the oscillations.
Another very extensive field in which equations of this type occur was opened up when in 1837 G. Lam£ 4 focussed attention on the problem of the separation of variables in the study of the equation of heat conduction, and in the case of thermal equilibrium studied the simple solutions of the partial differential equation having the form of a product of three functions, each of a single variable, now called a Lame-product. In 1868 this idea was used by E. Mathieu 6 in the study of the vibrations of an elliptic membrane and it became important to find when the differential equation had a periodic solution. Such solutions are now known as Mathieu functions and the associated harmonic functions which occur in the solution of potential problems are called the functions of the elliptic cylinder. In 1873 Mathieu used elliptic coordinates also 6 for the thermal problem in which there is conduction of heat and showed that the separation of variables leads to a more general equation which includes the former equation as a special case. This equation is the one on which the theory of spheroidal wave functions is based. It was studied in some detail by C. Niven 6 in 1880 while Heine said 7 in 1881 that he had been unable to complete the attempt to use in the general case the method which proved successful in the treatment of the equation of the elliptic cylinder in his first volume.
Heine succeeded, indeed, in classifying the periodic solutions of Mathieu's equation into four classes, the trigonometrical functions in the expansion used being either all sines or all cosines and the multiples of t either all even or all odd. This classification has been adopted by Whittaker and others as it suggests a convenient notation which, however, is not used by the present writers.
In his early work on Lame-functions Heine used expansions in series of associated Legendre functions and in his later work on the functions of the elliptic cylinder he used also expansions in series of Bessel functions. This plan was adopted by Niven for the study of the spheroidal wave functions and to a slight extent by M. Brillouin 8 in 1904 . Its advantages were shown by E. G. C. Poole in 1923 and were particularly emphasized by E. A. Hylleraas • in his lectures in 1937 at the Institute of Henri Poincare\ Not only is the approximation more rapid than when power series are used (as in the work of Maclaurin and the associated work of Brillouin) but the recurrence relations by which the coefficients are calculated are essentially the same. This fact seems to depend on the circumstance that the desired functions are solutions of a homogeneous integral equation discovered by M. Abraham in 1899 and in a more general form by E. T. Whittaker,10 who also obtained a corresponding result for Lame' functions.
The associated Legendre functions and Bessel functions used in the expansions are limiting forms of the spheroidal wave functions and the use of these expansions is analogous to the method of W. Ritz for the direct solution of a problem in the Calculus of Variations. It is perhaps on this account, as Hylleraas points out, that the method of computation is so effective.
This method is essentially that used in the work under review except that the related functions of Gegenbauer are used in place of the associated Legendre functions, the notation being different from that used by Nielsen.11 A new notation applicable also to the elliptic cylinder functions is adopted for the spheroidal wave functions and special values of the functions are listed. It is necessary to consider both prolate spheroidal functions and oblate spheroidal functions. The next table gives the separation constant A, as in the equation on p. 62, for the prolate spheroidal functions, to SD, for c = 0(.1).6(.2)5. The meaning of the suffixes is not given; one of them is presumably m, the other /. The values m = 0, 1, 3 are chosen, / being zero in the last case and ranging from 0 to 3 in the first case and from 0 to 2 in the second. This meaning is more or less confirmed by the next table of the coefficients d in the expansions of the S-and /(-functions for the prolate spheroid. The range of c is the same as before but m also has the value 2 which is missing in the table of the A's. About 16 coefficients are given for each case. The remaining tables refer to the oblate spheroidal wave functions. The table of B's on p. 107 refers to the B in the equations on p. 69, and it is to be noted that the value m = 2 is now given in the table but only with I = 1, whereas in the table of the coefficients / the value I = 0 is also considered.
The tables are evidently intended to be used chiefly for the solution of electromagnetic problems. In the problems of wave mechanics connected with the hydrogen molecule ion the internal equation is the same as the equation considered in the present paper but the external equation is a little different. The short table calculated by Hylleraas is consequently not comparable with these tables. The only comparison that can be made is with the few numerical results obtained by Maclaurin 12 and M. Brillouin 8 in their work on electrical oscillations and with the new results obtained recently by Page and Adams.13 It can, then, be said that these tables form a distinct addition to our knowledge of spheroidal wave functions.
H. B. 
